
#F-1001 September 11, 1993

Memorandum 93-46

Subject: F-1001— Family Code Cleanup (Revised Comments)

Attached to this memorandum is a draft of Commission comments to

sections affected by Assembly Bill 1500, the Family Code cleanup bill, which

was enacted on Commission recommendation. This material is submitted for

Commission approval so that it can be forwarded to legal publishers in

October, as is our practice. We also plan to prepare a publication containing

the Family Code comments that would serve as an update to last year’s

Family Code report (22 Cal. L. Revision Comm’n Reports 1 (1992)). The

Commission may be interested to know that only 13 copies remain out of

over 400 copies bound in soft cover.

There are no substantive issues concerning the attached comments, but

they will need to be thoroughly cite-checked before they are sent to the

publishers. The staff had planned to have this detailed work finished by this

time, but with the loss of legal staff and competing demands on staff

resources, this has not been possible. Accordingly, the staff is asking for

authority to make technical corrections in the comments following the

September meeting. Delaying approval of the comments until the November

meeting would mean that publishers could not get the comments into their

upcoming Family Code publications. This would be extremely undesirable in

the inaugural year of the Family Code.

Some later technical adjustments to the comments will have to be made

to reflect the Governor’s action on other Family Code legislation. Of course,

the Commission does not comment on legislation it has not recommended

for enactment, but if a section added by AB 1500 is substantially amended by

other legislation in the 1993 session, the relevant comment may need to be

revised to avoid confusion. For example, another bill may add a new

subdivision to a section in AB 1500, rendering references in the comment

erroneous and confusing. Given the great deal of legislation in the family law

arena, it will not be too long before many comments become obsolete, but to

the extent we can help avoid confusion in 1994, the staff believes the effort

should be made.



Although time is short, the staff encourages interested persons on the

family law mailing list to bring to the staff’s attention any technical errors in

the comments so that they can be corrected before the comments are sent to

the legal publishers. To assist in this effort, the attached comment draft

includes temporary “Interim Comments” and bracketed cross-references to

1992 legislation — this material will be omitted before the official

Commission comments are submitted to the legal publishers.

Respectfully submitted,

Stan Ulrich
Assistant Executive Secretary
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